
                

 

1.    Circle the correct verb tense to complete each sentence below.     

 

Our neighbour (sat / sit / sits) in the bath and sings opera every night. 

Bob (does / done / did) his homework yesterday so he could relax today. 

Today (should / was / must) have been a great day but everything went wrong. 

Rachel tried to ride a camel but (can / could / will) not keep her balance. 

Amy wondered when her lost poodle (will / would / shall) come home.   5 marks 

 

2. Write whether each sentence is active (A) or passive (P). 

  

The eggs were thrown by Alice. ________ 

 The mice scared the elephants. ________ 

 Tara knitted herself a woolly hat. ________ 

 The old castle is haunted by ghosts. ________      2 marks 

     

3.   For each sentence write in the best adverb from the box below. Use each adverb once. 

  

      

 ______________________ my friends and I have arguments. 

 

 I ____________________ forget to feed my pet goldfish. 

 

 _______________________ I will get that new DVD for my birthday. 

 

 Mum hoped that the guests would arrive ______________.      2 marks 

  

      

 soon     perhaps     never     sometimes 



4.   For each sentence below write whether the word in bold is an adverb or preposition.     

 The teacher told Bob to stand up.    __adverb___ 

 We left the mouldy cheese in the car.   ___________ 

 The rain came pouring down.    ___________ 

 The winning runner finished miles ahead.   ___________   2 marks 

 

 

5. Underline the subordinate clause in each of these complex sentences. 

 They drank a lot of water after they had played out in the sun. 

 We left the room before he could finish his boring story. 

 We had to leave the zoo because a hippo had escaped. 

 I fed the pigs while Zoe took the chickens for a walk.     2 marks 

 

6. Complete the word in each of these sentences by adding one of the suffixes from the box below. 

 

 

 Sam thought that being grounded for six weeks was a harsh punish__________. 

 They dashed quick______ to the waiting taxi to avoid getting soaked. 

 Zara is rather self_________ because all too often she only thinks of herself. 

 Bob made several care________ mistakes in his maths test. 

 I’m hope_____ that the weather will remain fine for our class trip to the seaside.  3 marks 

 

7. Put a tick in each row to show the type of adverb 

 

Adverb Manner (how) Time (when) Place (where) 

wearily    

there    

later    

fast    

yesterday    

everywhere    

        ness          ly          ish          ment          ful          less    



             3 marks 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


